
 

AUTOMATIC GATES WHY NOT CLOSING? 

 

 ‘Why would our gate not fully close?’  There are a few reasons why this would happen: 

 

Something maybe obstructing the gate physically; A stone or stick getting caught under 

the gate, or it catching the ground (ground movement is common and frost has been 

known to swell tarmac quite considerably during the depth of winter, with dry summer 

periods also causing other issues that could result in a sticking gate leaf) 

 

Movement in the support structure of the gate can affect the geometry of it and the gate 

can deflect from its path into an obstruction. 

 

   
 

Another could be the operator not running to complete its full travel and this could be for 

different reasons (Run time duration, limit switches, pressure settings, and resistance 

variation from the gate its self) Ice and snow can be great examples of this. 

 

 
 

A safety device causing a reaction that does not allow the gate to complete its full travel 

is also an area of attention that may require investigation. Leaves across the photo-

switches or a build-up of dirt can often be the cause. 



 

Any other reason? Yes equipment wear and tear can cause insufficient leaf travel as the 

worn part could take up a degree of operational movement accordingly? 

 

 
 

How is that? Quite often collar and spline ware on an under-gate jack, will prevent the 

full movement or travel under normal operational conditions. This can also allow free 

movement of the gate throughout the area of ware, often causing the gate to jerk in 

movement, especially if push or aided by high wind and such like. 

 

Hinge ware is another area of common failure that may prevent the gate from swinging 

true or fully. 

 

  
 

The gates furniture could also have become loose or free and create same limitation of 

movement accordingly. Drop bolts or original clasps that were left in place or added for 

decorative reasons can be such items. 

 

What should we do? Take a good look to see if there is anything obvious obstructing 

movement and if necessary and safely, put the system into manual operation and try 

opening it fully. Always call for assistance and have the system inspected by a fully 

competent engineer. 

 

Every day hundreds of reliable gates open & close fully allowing access In & Out! 
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